
MINTAVÁLASZOK 

A kérdés/felelet, azaz interjú típusú feladatok megoldásait láthatod. A tanári kérdések után a 

diákok válaszai következnek, majd a javasolt javítás. Lehet, hogy további hibákat is 

észreveszel, vagy másként helyesbítenél, de arra mindenképp hasznosak ezek a szövegek, 

hogy „becélozd” a szintet: tehát az alábbi kérdésekkel valószínűleg nem fogsz találkozni a 

középszintű érettségin (B1), de az emelt szintű érettségin, valamint a középfokú nyelvvizsgán 

igen (B2), továbbá a C1-es felsőfokú vizsgán is, természetesen. A hibák mennyisége és a 

válasz igényessége alapján minden diák (St) mellett jelzem, hogy véleményem szerint milyen 

szinten tart.  

Téma: bevándorlás, emberkereskedelem 

 T: Are immigrants criminals? And what about human traffickers? 

St1 (C1): Immigration is a very complex problem and it would be ignorant to say that every 

single immigrant is a criminal. Most of them are fleeing from war in their home countries and 

in serious need of help. However, due to international terrorism and some people who come to 

live off of government aids, the opinion on immigrants have drastically changed to the 

negative. This has also been affected by some governments painting them as criminals 

coming to take over the country. On the other hand, human traffickers and anyone who takes 

advantage of other humans in need could be considered a criminal. 

Suggested correction: has 

St2(B2): Migrating from the middle east to europe is an ongoing problem since 2014. 

Millions of people from Syria, Iraq and northern Africa are taking the route for a hope of a 

better life. Most of the media call these people refugees but only the people can be called 

refugees who are escaping from a country where there is war and only if they stop at the first 

country where there is no war. Most of the migrants don't stop at the first country (Turkey) 

but they are moving on to Germany, France and western Europe. I think migrants in general 

can't be called criminals but that's a fact that there are a huge crime rate among them. In fact, 

human traffickers are the real criminals and they should be punished in a more serious way. 

Suggested correction: Middle East; Europe; has been; Northern; hoping for; those; a war, 

Western; is 

St3(B1/B2): I don't think immigrats are criminals, but some of them can be dangerous. They 

lost their homes so they are emotically sensitive. Because of that state, humans can do 

anything to get their regular life back or just to get a safer place to live. Human traffickers 

take of advantage of this situation and escort them to a safe place for high price and it's the 

better situation, because some of the traffickers just take the immigratns to a random place 

take their money away and leave them without any information. 

Suggested correction: emotionally; condition; may/might; get to; take advantage; for a; it 

may get even worse 



Téma: művészetek 

T: How would life be different without art? 

St1(B1/B2): Art is a common way of self expression. It involves music, paintings, fashion 

and any kind of individuality. In my view, music is one of the most vivid needs. Nobody can 

imagine his/her life without music, because it helps to escape from "colourless" reality. Also, 

playing an instrument is efficient, if somebody wants to relax or develop the musical skills. In 

my opinion, the Ministry of Education should pay more attention to organize "musical" 

education system so students could more easily learn the syllabus. 

Suggested correction: basic artistic; a really effective way; improve; establish a more music-

oriented 

St2(B2/C1): Life without art would be drastically different. Fortunately, many movies and 

books have explored the topic of a dystopian world where dictators have forbidden any form 

of art in pursue of a work focused society. These give a pretty clear picture of what life 

without art would be like: dull, lifeless and monotonous. I think real life wouldn't be very 

different than these movies. 

Suggested correction: These works give a pretty clear picture/ these movies. 

 

Téma: fejlődő és fejlett országok 

T: What can more developed countries do for the future of the Third World? 

St3(B2/C1): In my opinion, developed countries should help developing countries with the 

most they can. If we think about the history of the third world countries, then we can realise 

that the poverty of these countries are a consequence of the today's developed countries' old 

empire system. Countries such as England and France once had a huge empire which enruled 

most of Africa and it's people. So, in my opinion the countries who once slaved and taxed 

these countries should give a big payback not just buy paying a lot of money but by also 

upgrading the third world's infrastructure, health care and education. Also, they could help 

establish their democracy so the poorer countries could use it just like the rich countries. 

Suggested correction: in every way they can; is; today's; colonial; its; by 

St4(C1): Developed countries should invest in the education of people who live in third world 

countries. Otherwise the money that is given as support, either ends up in the hands of 

dictators or extremist groups or is used up in short term investments. If people are educated 

first they will know how to use the given support to advance their own economies and 

sciences so that progress can be made and so that these countries have a chance of paying 

their debts. This way they can overcome problems such as poverty, uneducation and 

unemployment. 

Téma: állatkínzás, állatkísérletek 



T: What is vivisection and what are your views on it? 

St1(B2): Vivisection is the operation on live animals without giving them any painkillers. As 

far as I know, some medical schools still use this method to teach biology for the students. 

Also people do these operations on animals while they are alive because of research reasons. 

In my opinion, it is just an inhuman treatment and I think it's even unnecessary nowadays 

because they have several other ways to find out information about animals. We have planty 

of technological innovations and with these new ways people shouldn't use this barbaric 

method in science. 

Suggested correction: inhumane; plenty 

St2(B2): Vivisection is the dissection of live (mainly) animals for research purposes. I am no 

scientist so I can't really speak about the advantages of the process but to me it seems a little 

bit pointless. Scientist have access to modern equipment which they can use to study any 

living organism without hurting or damaging it, so live dissection is needless. 

Suggested correction: Scientists 

 

St3(B1-): The number of international conventions and the principles of medical ethics 

violation of vivisection. Without anesthesia, alive people were necropsied. In my opinion it is 

really brutal and inhuman, I am absolutely against it. Not only people, also live animals were 

necropsied. That is the most outrageous. Animnals can not protect themselves, they can not to 

flee. If I could I would action agains vivisection. 

Suggested correction: Seems as a Google translation! It is not very clear! Vivisection means 

cruelty to animals, eg. doing experiments on live animals. 

inhumane; animals cannot; cannot flee away; I would take action against 

 

St4(B1/B2): Vivisection is performing operations on live animals or humans, and they didn't 

use anesthetic in the time of the WW II. The best-known case is in contact with the Japanese 

Unit 731, they were examine human organs from soldiers. I think this is the worst thing you 

can do with a living organism, whether it's an animal or a person. I'm sure not using anesthetic 

was against the law. Maybe they wanted to do some research about the human body, but as far 

as I can see it's not a thing what a human would do. 

Suggested correction: and they do not use anaesthesia as it happened during WWII; 

connection; they examined...; researches; that a human should ever do 

 

Téma: állattartás fogságban, cirkuszi állatok) 

T: Is it cruel to keep animals in a circus? 

St1(B1/B2): I think keeping animals in circuses are very dangerous regarding to their lives. 

They're taken away from their natural habitat and being fed with things that they not suppose 

to eat. It's harmful for their health. Also the way they treat animals in some circuses are 



unacceptable. Lots of the time they torture them just to make them do a trick. These animals 

are not meant to entertain people. 

Suggested correction: is; habitats; are; aren’t supposed; times  

St2(B1/B2): I think keeping animals in circuses is cruel, because they don't have the 

opportunity to live in their natural habitats. And also people force animals with painful tools 

to prepare for the performance. In addiction, there are some indangered species wich would 

have to live in a peaceful place and not in a cage. 

Suggested correction: addition; en-; which 

St3(B2): Altough some circuses have a good reputation regarding their way of keeping 

animals there are lots of examples that show the darker side of animal treatment in circuses. 

There have been countless claims accusing these institutes of not caring for the animals 

properly, torturing them to make them learn various tricks for entertainment and not keeping 

them in the proper conditions. Personally I don't think that in today’s society - with the 

various ways to entertain us - there needs to be an institute like the circus to use animals for 

our amusement. 

Suggested correction: Although; accusing these facilities of..; under proper conditions; 

institute=intézet; institution=intézmény 

 

St4(B1/B2): I think generally circus is very cruel to animals. They are kept in small cages, 

they hardly even get food and they are treated cruelly. Animals easily can get frightened by 

the cheering crowd around them. These animals are not phisically healthy nor mentally. 

Because of the bad conditions, they can easily get agressive and dangerous. In the end they 

will be the ones who suffer for the unresponsible choices of people. Animals kept in such bad 

conditions live shorter than regulary. Generally, I think keeping animals in a circus is animal 

abusement. 

Suggested correction: circuses are; they are neither physically nor mentally healthy; suffer 

from the irresponsible...; kept under;  regularly; abuse 

St5(B1/B2): I think people who still enjoy going to circuses to entertain their children or 

themselves should open their eyes. They must realise what is happening behind the scenes. 

The trainers of the animals force them to do unnatural actions and tricks. In my opinion these 

animals - no matter they are wild animals or just horses or goats - are not us to use and make a 

fool of. They belong to nature and to their natural habitats. 

Suggested correction: no matter if/whether they; should not be abused by us 

St6(B2): According to me yes. Circus is a place where wild animals and other smaller type of 

animals are being kept and forced to do "tricks" and other humiliating things which are 

against of their will. I understand that some of the wild animals were born in captivity but 

they shouldn't be harmed and hurt just to teach them to perform in circuses. I think in these 

cases these wild animals should be rescued and transported to various zoos, which is again not 



the best solution, but still much better than circuses. Banning all type of circuses which works 

with animals would be the first milestone to resolute this issue. 

Suggested correction: As for; types; which are again not...; types of circuses; work; resolve 

St7(B1): I think keeping animals in circus is cruel. They can suffer in small cages where they 

live between not appropriate living conditions. Lot of circus use animal trainer who job is 

idomate the animal for tricks and learn them adapt to bad circumstances. During the learning 

process they use not right methods to teach animals. They overawe animals with their 

methods,for example: they do not eat and hurt them. In total the audience not notice that bad 

living conditions. They just enjoy the show. 

Suggested correction: in a circus; under inappropriate; lots; circuses; trainers whose job is 

to tame animals; teach them to; wrong; they do not feed them; To sum up; do not consider the 

St8(B1): In my opinion yes, because the animals kept in a cruel circumstances. The space (in 

the cage) where they are living too small, they don't get enough food and they are forced to do 

what the circus wants, sometimes they even get hurt. Of course there are circuses where they 

keep animals as good as they can but still the animals don't have enough freedome, it's 

unhealthy to keep them in cage for a life. 

Suggested correction: are kept under cruel circumstances; is too; as well as; freedom; in a 

cage; freedom; a cage/ cages; lifetime 

 

Téma: etikus turizmus 

T: What does ethical tourism involve? 

St1(B2): Ethical tourism ensures that tourist will not harm the local environment, culture and 

people. It means that people who go on holiday must have rather positive impact than 

negative. Trippers mustn't litter, they should use local public transport, and do not 

inconvenience flora and fauna. 

Unfortunately, there are people who do not respect ethical rules of holiday. In some countries 

government punishes for littering. Usually "troublemakers" have to pay fine. 

Suggested correction: tourists; should; a positive impact rather than a negative; should not 

disturb the flora and fauna; the ethical rules of a holiday; the government; people for littering 

a fine 

St2(B2): Ethical tourism is when you travel somewhere and you are not harming the 

environment or the coulture there. You don't drop litter, you don't intervene into the natural 

habitat of the local plants, animals so the flora and fauna. I think every tourist should follow 

the rules of ethical tourism when they are travelling. Governments should bind people to pay 

a fine if they harm the local coulture or environment whether they are tourists or not.  

Suggested correction: culture; disturb  



 

Téma: emberi jogok 

T: What do you think the most significant human rights are? 

St1(B1/B2): I think the most signifant human rights are: freedom and the right to live. 

Nowadays freedom is spreaded out to almost every kind of human activity. People have the 

right to say whatever they want, they can protest against anything usaually without any 

retribution. Everyone has the right to live and no one has the right to take the life of anybody. 

Murder is the worst and most terrifying thing against a person. 

Suggested correction: significant; extends to; usually;   

St2(B2/C1): In my opininon a few of the most important human rights are the right of free 

speech and the right to education. The first is necessary in modern society as we have had 

numerous examples in the past of dictatorships where the freedom of speech was heavily 

violated. In these cases the citizens are permitted from expressing their true opinions and 

publications are heavily censored. 

 

Suggested correction: those; were not permitted to express; were 

 

St2(C1): The right to education is important so that future generations can exceed previous 

ones and progess can be made, be it scientific or social. If one does not have access to basic 

education they won't be able to become a working member of society. Proper education can 

also prevent harmful beliefs and extremist views. 

 

Téma: kortársaktól származó nyomás 

T: Please try to gather some examples of peer pressure. 

St1(B2): Peer pressure is when a group has a serious effect on its members and it has an 

influence on the members’ everyday life. Peer pressure can influence people in a negative or 

in a positive way. For example if you are an environmental activist and you are a member of 

some environment related groups, it can have a positive effect on your way of thinking. But if 

you are a member of a group which is violent, you can be influenced by them in a negative 

way, like by making you drink too much alcohol or use hard drugs. 

St2(C1): Peer pressure is kind of self explanatory. It's when you get pressured into doing 

something you would otherwise not do, by your peers. This can either be negative such as 

smoking cigarettes just because everyone else at a party smokes too or positive, like being 

more open and sociable in a friendly environment when otherwise you're introverted and 

quiet. The reason behind it is quite simple: you don't want to feel left out. This is most 



noticeable when you are a teenager because feeling left out is literally the worst feeling when 

you are a teen. 

St3(B2): Nowadays peer pressure is a daily thing. People are different and there are people 

who can't understand and accept others. For example if you study harder than the others, if 

your family is poor, if you are gay or your skin is not "white". Every day you get peer 

pressure, and you have to wrestle with it. People say "Come on, everyone's doing it!" 

(cigarette, drugs, alcohol, parties, etc.) and if you don't do these things, they say "you are 

different" and they don't like you. In my opinion, to be yourself in a world that is constantly 

trying to make you something else is the greatest accomplishment. 

Suggested correction: cope 

 

Téma: zaklatás 

T: What can we do against bullying? 

St1(B2/C1): Education is our best way to overcome the problem of bullying. If children are 

educated well, they will see that there are no real advantages to agressive behaviour and they 

can achieve much more through peaceful methods. Another important thing is that kids 

should have a stable family background. If this is missing, then children have a higher chance 

to turn to agressive ways to achieve what they want. 

St2(B2): Bullying is mainly common in primary and secondary schools. I think the school 

system should be changed first and make some efforts to prevent bullying. Bullying should be 

seen as a more serious habit than it is now and it also should be punished in a more serious 

way to make sure it's not going to happen again. I think the parents of the evolved children 

should be alerted in all cases. 

Suggested correction: serious crime/ as an unacceptable violent habit; involved; warned 

St3(B2): Bullying is a general problem in the modern world. There are two kind of bullying. 

These are phisical and mental bullying. For example kids in school can be bullied in a mental 

and in a phisical way too. They become the victims of verbal abuse very often. Verbal abuse 

can be done by their own classmates or even by their teachers. Bullying is frequent in the 

world of adults too. They can be bullied at their workplace by their colleagues or their boss. I 

think phisical bullying is more infrequent when we are talking about adults, but it can happen 

in an axtreme case. 

Suggested correction: kinds; physical; at; very often become; extreme case 

 


